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NWSAR/GOA – CARIBOU TASK FORCE MEETING 
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C/O Town of High Level 
10511 – 103 Street 

High Level, AB 
T0H 1Z0 

Ph: 780-926-2201 
albertanwsar@gmail.com   

 

@Alberta_NWSAR 

Alberta Northwest Species at Risk Committee 
 

August 29, 2019 

Alberta Environment and Parks 
Planning Branch 
3rd Floor, Petroleum Plaza ST 
9915 – 108 Street 
Edmonton, AB 
T5K 2G8 
 

RE: Draft Canada – Alberta Section 11 Conservation Agreement for Woodland Caribou 

Northwest Species at Risk Committee (NWSAR) thanks Alberta Environment and Parks (AEP) 

for this opportunity to provide feedback on the Draft Canada – Alberta Section 11 Conservation 

Agreement for Woodland Caribou (the Agreement). 

Overall, NWSAR is pleased to see a commitment being made by Alberta and Canada to work 

together on the recovery of Woodland Caribou, through a Section 11 Conservation Agreement. 

NWSAR is encouraged to see socio-economic values within the ranges, cross-jurisdictional 

landscape management synergies for trans-boundary ranges, and a commitment to transparency 

for progress on the implementation of this Agreement, included within the Agreement. However, 

the draft Agreement is not without its areas of concern.  

NWSAR seeks clarification on some statements within the Agreement and has also offered some 

recommendations for revisions and additions to be made to the Agreement. On the following 

pages, we have outlined our areas of concern, revisions and additions for discussion and 

consideration. While this list is not exhaustive, we believe they add significant value to the 

commitments and intent of this Agreement – particularly when acknowledging the value of working 

with the many local communities, private landowners, and other local stakeholders who have 

vested interests in the recovery of Woodland Caribou, across Alberta.  

Thank you in advance for your consideration. 
 
  
 

Lisa Wardley     Crystal McAteer 
Chair, NWSAR Committee   Vice Chair, NWSAR Committee              
Councillor, Mackenzie County  Mayor, Town of High Level 
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REVIEW OF DRAFT CANADA – ALBERTA SECTION 11 CONSERVATION 

AGREEMENT FOR WOODLAND CARIBOU 

Page 2 – Revise sixth WHEREAS: 

“…critical habitat for the Banff, Jasper, A La Peche, Red Earth and Caribou Mountains local 

populations, located within Banff, Jasper and Wood Buffalo National Parks is protected under 

subsection 58(1) of the Species at Risk Act;” 

Page 2 – Add new WHEREAS: 

“AND WHEREAS the Parties recognize that perspectives of industry stakeholders, municipalities, 

communities, private landowners, and other land users is relevant to inform the implementation 

of this Agreement;” 

Page 3 – Add new WHEREAS: 

“AND WHEREAS the parties recognize the value of balancing socio-economic requirements;” 

Page 5 – Revise 3.4.1: 

“The Parties will make use of the best available knowledge, including Traditional land-use 

knowledge, scientific information, and studies conducted by non-government organizations or 

third-party groups in-partnership with industry.” 

Page 5 – Clarification question on 4.4. 

The Governments of Canada and/or Alberta will not/cannot force access to third-party properties 

for the purpose of carrying out conservation measures, under the Agreement? 

Page 6 – Identify stakeholders 7.1: 

“The Parties commit to engaging with municipalities, industry, recreational land users and other 

stakeholders, for the conservation and recovery of Woodland Caribou.” 

Page 7 – Revise 8.1.3: 

“…collective analysis of biological, jurisdictional, social, economic, natural resource related 

tenures, the interests of communities and private landowners, and the rights and interests of First 

Nations and Metis Communities.” 

Page 11 – Concerns with 13.2: 

Termination of this Agreement should be a mutual decision by the Parties – termination “by either 

Party for any reason” leaves this Agreement, and its commitments vulnerable to in-action. 

Page 11 – Concerns with 14.2: 

Automatic incorporation of amendments to Appendix B of this Agreement, without public and 

stakeholder consultation, is concerning. Actions for conservation and recovery of Woodland 

Caribou have the ability to impact a myriad of stakeholders, including municipalities, communities, 

private land owners, industry and Indigenous Peoples. Developing a threshold for amendments’ 

“level-of-impact” would be useful to determine which amendments would require engagement and 

discussion with the public and stakeholders (i.e. minor grammar and wording changes, that do 
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not alter the intent of a commitment or action, would not require engagement/consultation. Any 

changes to the intent of a commitment or action within the Agreement, would likely have impact 

on the ground – under this circumstance, engagement and consultation is necessary).  

Page 17 – Deliverables 2019-20 question: 

Why is funding for Indigenous Peoples involvement only provided for the Chinchaga, Eastside 

Athabasca, Little Smoky, A La Peche, Nipisi and Slave Lake ranges – what about other ranges? 

Page 18 – Ranges question: 

Is developing and implementing complimentary conservation measures with neighbouring 

jurisdictions for shared Woodland Caribou populations, limited to “officially recognized” trans-

boundary caribou populations (i.e. Chinchaga, Narraway, Redrock Prairie Creek)? – What about 

Bistcho, Yates, Richardson, Eastside Athabasca and Cold Lake populations? 

Page 20 – Deliverables 2020-21 question: 

Will the Alberta Provincial Restoration and Establishment Framework for Legacy Seismic Lines 

in Alberta, set for release in 2020-21, be an updated version of the 2016 framework? – many 

stakeholders had significant concerns with the 2016 document.  

Page 22 – Deliverables 2020-21 question: 

Will the protective notations implemented under the previous NDP Government, within caribou 

ranges, remain in effect until assessments to determine whether to permanently implement their 

use are complete? 

Page 27 – Population monitoring questions: 

Will the Government of Alberta be collaring more caribou? – If so, which ranges? 

Will the Government of Alberta be collaring wolves? – If so, which ranges? 

Will the Government of Alberta incorporate caribou mortality causes into population monitoring? 

 

- 30 - 
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NEW PROVINCIAL CARIBOU TASK FORCE 

 Discuss the anticipated purpose of the new Caribou Task Force 
 

 NWSAR and nominated Lisa Wardley (NWSAR Chair) for GOA’s Sub-Regional Task 
Force – Bistcho Lake Planning Area 

 
 
QUESTIONS:  

  

1. Who makes up the Provincial Task Force? 
 

2. What are the goals of the Provincial Task Force? 
 

3. What is NWSAR’s role on the Provincial Task Force? 
 

4. Is there funding allocated for the Provincial Task Force activities? 
 

5. How does the Provincial Task Force’s purpose align with the objectives in DRAFT Section 
11 Caribou Conservation Agreement? 

 
6. Is there a Terms of Reference for the Provincial Task Force? 

 

7. How does the Provincial Task Force’s purpose align with the purpose of the Sub-Regional 
Task Forces? 

http://www.albertanwsar.ca/
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DTFN AND CPAWS BISTCHO INDIGENOUS PROTECTED AND CONSERVED AREA: PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

Protected areas that are managed or co-managed by Indigenous governments have been around in various capacities 

across the world for decades. Modern Indigenous Protected and Conserved Areas (IPCAs) are a model of land management 

that supports both conservation and Indigenous use of the land. These lands are managed by the Indigenous communities 

on whose traditional territory the protected area is on, in ways that are sustainable and culturally appropriate. Many 

countries across the world, including Canada, are recognizing the importance of establishing protected areas that actively 

involve Indigenous Nations.  

 
Dene Tha’ First Nation (DTFN) and CPAWS Northern Alberta are working collaboratively to establish an Indigenous 
Protected and Conserved Area in the NW corner of Alberta within the traditional territory of the DTFN. A protective 
notation (PNT) was issued for this region in December 2017, and we are working to secure permanent protection as 
an IPCA. Proposed boundaries of the IPCA are currently in the discussion phase and have not been finalized. The 
project is supported by a number of partners.  
 
This area is an extremely important cultural, spiritual, and harvesting place for the DTFN, and the opportunity to formally 

protect it represents a long-term commitment to conservation and Indigenous values. The DTFN have two Indian 

Reservations on the southern shores of Bistcho Lake - Jackfish Point 214, within the PNT, and Bistcho Lake 213, directly 

adjacent to the PNT. Many DTFN band-members and elders have noted: great cultural importance of Bistcho Lake to the 

Dene Tha’; need for its long-term protection and conservation, and; interest in updating the existing cabins at Bistcho Lake 

http://www.albertanwsar.ca/
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213. These necessary upgrades would support year-round occupation and traditional use, including; research, 

management and operations towards realizing suitable and sustainable long-term Bistcho IPCA and caribou range plans, 

possibly supported by a future Indigenous Guardian program with dog teams for low-invasive winter access by sled. DTFN 

band members hold eight (8) Registered Fur Management Areas (RFMA) traplines - key community harvesting and 

domestic food security areas - that overlap F20, including RFMA’s: 99; 104; 181; 184; 189; 224; 1422, and; 2816. 

“My parents lived and spent a great deal of time at Bistcho Lake and areas to the north in the NWT. We lived at Dogface 
Lake in the NWT for some time. My parents and grandparents also lived north of Bistcho Lake and in the NWT around 
Spawn Lake, Silt Lake, and other lakes along the NWT/Alberta border that have no name. Both my grandparents and 

parents migrated back and forth from Bistcho Lake along the Petitot River and north into the NWT. My grandparents, like 
many other Dene Tha’ families, spent a great deal of time at Bistcho Lake… and moved north into the NWT and along the 
Petitot into BC and back…” (Antoine Eht-Chillay). Dene Tha’ Submissions to the Joint Review Panel for the Mackenzie Gas 

Project. Vol. 41. High Level Community Hearing, July 5, 2006 International Reporting Inc., Ottawa. 
 
We propose that the IPCA be cooperatively co-managed by the DTFN and the Government of Alberta, in collaboration with 
other interested stakeholders. The details of this will continue to be explored and advanced through ongoing engagement 
and discussion. 
 
This initiative also offers a unique opportunity to conserve critical habitat for caribou. The proposed area covers a 
significant portion of the Bistcho caribou range, and an IPCA in this region could be used as part of the range planning for 
the declining Bistcho herd. Since the IPCA will be cooperatively co-managed by the DTFN, representing opportunity for 
them to take active roles in Alberta’s caribou recovery strategies and continue their traditional practices on the land. The 
implementation of a future Indigenous Guardianship Program would further empower DTFN to advance their land 
stewardship and champion conservation in an official capacity. 
 
In addition to caribou, this initiative would secure habitat for at least 12 other federally-listed species at risk that occupy 
the area, and support boreal biodiversity through an ecosystem-based approach. As a remote area with vast wetland 
cover, the proposed protected area also offers a suite of ecosystem services and benefits for local communities and can 
contribute to climate change adaptation and mitigation.  
 
Logistically, the IPCA would fit under the current legislative framework for protected areas in Alberta, with a designation 
that will contribute to Canada Target 1 goals. Although there is no formal designation option for an IPCA specifically, there 
is flexibility to adapt a management plan specific to the needs and wants of DTFN and the area in question. Since the PNT 
borders BC and the NWT, there is also potential for inter-provincial/territorial connectivity for the Bistcho Caribou Range. 
Some First Nations have also expressed interest in pursuing adjacent IPCAs, and we are in conversations with other Nations 
to explore opportunities.  
 
Overall, this Project is a long-term conservation strategy that aims to advance reconciliation and protect the Treaty Rights 
of the DTFN.  
 
Some Key Bistcho IPCA Elements:  
 

 Contribute to Canada Target 1 Goals  

 Adaptive co-management by Dene Tha’ and the Province of Alberta  

 Provides a venue for collaboration and advice, sharing and cross-validation  

 Conserve critical caribou habitat and potential to be a part of the Bistcho range plan  

 Allow potential for inter- jurisdictional conservation efforts and opportunities for new directly adjacent IPCA’s in 
BC and NWT  

 Ensure a long-term commitment to conservation, Indigenous values and traditional food security 

 Protect and conserve unique sacred places, cultural areas, traplines and traditional harvesting areas 

 Compliment an Indigenous Guardians Program  

 Protect area from further disturbances and restore habitat to conserve biodiversity 

 Supporting the goals and objectives of the North American Waterfowl Management Pla
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FRIAA APPLICATION: BISTCHO CARIBOU RANGE LEGACY 
SEISMIC LINE INVENTORY 

 

 One of NWSAR’s member municipalities (Town of High Level), was in-cooperation with 
Tolko Industries and Dene Tha’ First Nation on an application submitted to FRIAA. 
 

 NWSAR is of the understanding that applications are shortlisted by FRIAA and successful 
applicants are selected by AEP for this project. 
 

 NWSAR is of the understanding that applications were required to include a plan for 
including Indigenous communities into the scope of work.  
 

QUESTIONS:  
  

1. Can we receive some feedback on our application – why were we unsuccessful? 
 
2. What are the main reasons for the successful applicant’s application being successful? 

 

3. Does the successful application include Indigenous involvement in the project? – active 
involvement or strictly consultation/engagement? 
 

4. Does the successful application include “ground-truthing” activities (field verification), or 
only aerial data collection?    
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RESOLUTION: 7-18F 

DATE: November 2018  

TITLE: Municipal and Privately-Owned Protected Areas Inventory 

SPONSOR: Mackenzie County 

PREAMBLE: In 2010, the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) adopted the Strategic Plan 

for Biodiversity, which included 20 global biodiversity goals, known as the Aichi 

Targets. All parties to the convention agreed to achieve these targets by 2020. In 

response to this, Canada adopted a suite of national targets known as the 2020 

Biodiversity Goals and Targets for Canada. Canada and Alberta’s co-led Pathway 

to Canada Target 1 project focuses on the protection of 17% of terrestrial areas 

and inland waters, and 10% of coastal and marine areas, across Canada. Alberta 

Environment and Parks has also committed to achieving the protection of 17% of 

terrestrial areas and inland waters by 2020 in the province of Alberta.     

WHEREAS: As of the end of 2016, the Government of Canada recognized that 10.5% of 

terrestrial areas and inland waters and 0.96% of coastal and marine areas are 

protected, through federally protected areas; and  

WHEREAS: As of June 2018, Alberta Environment and Parks recognized that 12.54% of 

Alberta is protected, through 8.24% federally and 4.3% provincially protected 

areas; and 

WHEREAS: The International Union for Conservation of Nature recommends that all privately-

owned protected areas, that satisfy all international standards, should be 

recognized as protected areas by all levels of government; and 

WHEREAS: The Modernized Municipal Government Act provides municipalities with land-use 

planning tools such as environmental reserves to permanently protect parcels of 

land from future development and to conserve natural features including: natural 

drainage courses; flood plains; waterbodies, and riparian areas; and   

WHEREAS: Alberta Environment and Parks has yet to announce that municipal and privately-

owned protected areas would be recognized in their assessment to achieve their 

target of 17% terrestrial areas and inland waters protection; Therefore be it  

RESOLVED: That Rural Municipalities of Alberta urge the Government of Alberta to recognize 

municipal environmental reserves and privately-owned protected areas in their 

reporting towards Alberta’s 17% protection of terrestrial areas and inland waters 

target; provided that they satisfy international standards for protected areas or 

Other Effective Area-based Conservation Measures (OECMs); Further be it  

RESOLVED: That Rural Municipalities of Alberta partner with Alberta Urban Municipalities 

Association to compile an inventory of all municipal and privately-owned protected 

areas in Alberta for the purpose of providing Alberta Environment and Parks with 

a complete inventory of candidate protected areas and OECMs, to meet their 2020 

17% terrestrial areas and inland waters protection target. 
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Member Background: 
 

Canada’s 2020 Biodiversity Goals and Targets for Canada was released in 2015. Canada and 

Alberta’s co-led Pathway to Canada Target 1 project, is based upon the Convention on Biological 

Diversity’s Aichi Target 11.1 

In 2017, the Governments of Canada and Alberta established a National Advisory Panel to advise 

governments on achieving Canada’s international commitment to the Convention on Biological 

Diversity.2  

Canada and Alberta’s co-led Pathway project also established a National Steering Committee, an 

Indigenous Circle of Experts and a Local Government Advisory Group, who make up the Pathway 

Team.3 However, the Local Government Advisory Group is yet to be formalized.4 

In 2016, Alberta Environment and Parks (AEP) committed to achieving the protection of 17% of 

terrestrial areas and inland waters by 2020, in the province of Alberta. 

AEP’s 2016-17 annual report recognized the potential for privately-owned and municipal 

protected areas to qualify for reporting towards AEP’s 17% target and outlined how Alberta will 

identify these areas if they meet international standards for protected areas or Other Effective 

Area-based Conservation Measures (OECMs), pending international OECMs guideline 

development.5   

In January 2018, the International Union for Conservation of Nature released Guidelines for 

Recognizing and Reporting Other Effective Area-based Conservation Measures. These 

guidelines recognize that municipal and privately-owned protected areas can provide OECMs 

benefits, which can meet international reporting standards. The guidelines also provided a 

process that would be used to evaluate and identify candidate protected areas and OECMs. 6 

AEP’s 2017-18 annual report does not mention identifying other areas, including municipal and 

privately-owned protected areas or OECMs in their reporting, towards their 17% target.7  

Although the intention of environmental reserves, under the Modernized Municipal Government 

Act (2018), is to prevent development of lands which would present a significant risk of personal 

injury or property damage, avoidance of natural drainage features and pollution prevention in 

wetlands and other waterbodies, many municipalities create environmental reserves for other 

intentions including the preservation of environmentally significant lands. The co-benefits of 

                                                           
1 Source: http://www.conservation2020canada.ca/the-pathway/  

2 Source: https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/federal-and-provincial-governments-create-national-advisory-
panel-on-canadas-biodiversity-conservation-initiative-627230281.html  
3 Source: http://www.conservation2020canada.ca/the-pathway/  
4 Source: http://www.conservation2020canada.ca/who-we-are/  
5 Source: https://open.alberta.ca/dataset/40c2fab1-e757-49f1-b403-e42c0239158a/resource/b77f22fa-e83e-
4b6b-bd8b-e74868ef9547/download/2016-17-aep-annual-report-20170623.pdf  
6 Source: 
https://www.iucn.org/sites/dev/files/content/documents/guidelines_for_recognising_and_reporting_oecms_-
_january_2018.pdf  
7 Source: https://open.alberta.ca/dataset/40c2fab1-e757-49f1-b403-e42c0239158a/resource/d50a12fa-15b3-
4471-a6be-6b41bc6361d1/download/aep-annual-report-2017-2018.pdf  

http://www.albertanwsar.ca/
http://www.conservation2020canada.ca/the-pathway/
https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/federal-and-provincial-governments-create-national-advisory-panel-on-canadas-biodiversity-conservation-initiative-627230281.html
https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/federal-and-provincial-governments-create-national-advisory-panel-on-canadas-biodiversity-conservation-initiative-627230281.html
http://www.conservation2020canada.ca/the-pathway/
http://www.conservation2020canada.ca/who-we-are/
https://open.alberta.ca/dataset/40c2fab1-e757-49f1-b403-e42c0239158a/resource/b77f22fa-e83e-4b6b-bd8b-e74868ef9547/download/2016-17-aep-annual-report-20170623.pdf
https://open.alberta.ca/dataset/40c2fab1-e757-49f1-b403-e42c0239158a/resource/b77f22fa-e83e-4b6b-bd8b-e74868ef9547/download/2016-17-aep-annual-report-20170623.pdf
https://www.iucn.org/sites/dev/files/content/documents/guidelines_for_recognising_and_reporting_oecms_-_january_2018.pdf
https://www.iucn.org/sites/dev/files/content/documents/guidelines_for_recognising_and_reporting_oecms_-_january_2018.pdf
https://open.alberta.ca/dataset/40c2fab1-e757-49f1-b403-e42c0239158a/resource/d50a12fa-15b3-4471-a6be-6b41bc6361d1/download/aep-annual-report-2017-2018.pdf
https://open.alberta.ca/dataset/40c2fab1-e757-49f1-b403-e42c0239158a/resource/d50a12fa-15b3-4471-a6be-6b41bc6361d1/download/aep-annual-report-2017-2018.pdf
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designating environmental reserves can include the protection of wildlife habitat and habitat 

connectivity, protected areas for biodiversity and safeguarding the hydrological functionality of 

wetlands and waterbodies.8 These benefits could be considered as OECMs under international 

standards.    

AEP is working to achieve their 17% target, through multiple initiatives including caribou range 

planning. AEP’s Draft Provincial Woodland Caribou Range Plan (2017) provides the scope of 

Canada’s and Alberta’s co-led Pathway, and states that conservation areas designated as part of 

range planning may contribute to their 17% target.9     

Through caribou range planning, AEP have proposed to permanently protect approximately 1.3 

million hectares of land in Mackenzie County for the Bistcho, Yates and Caribou Mountains herds; 

these areas would qualify and report towards AEP’s 17% target.10 (1.3 million hectares equates 

to approximately 15.8% of Mackenzie County’s geographic land-base). 

AEP’s Business Plan 2018-21 affirms that municipal and privately-managed areas that may meet 

the definition of a protected area or an OECM, are currently excluded as data is incomplete. AEP 

estimates that municipal and privately-owned protected areas represent less than 0.25% of the 

17% provincial target.11 

Over the next two years, RMA member municipalities could see proposals for an increase in 

provincial protected spaces to achieve AEP’s 17% target. Additional protected spaces have the 

ability to impact municipal service capacities and operating budgets.  

A complete inventory of all municipal and privately-owned protected areas will help AEP to assess 

and include all areas which qualify in their reporting enabling the fulfillment of the 17% target. The 

inventory will enable municipalities to assess what effects and implications may be incurred, if 

lands within their municipal boundaries were included in the AEP target. 

Other References: 

Government of Alberta (2018) Modernized Municipal Government Act, Available: 

http://www.qp.alberta.ca/documents/Acts/2016ch24_unpr.pdf  

Government of Canada (2018) Canada’s Protected Areas, Available: 

https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/environmental-

indicators/protected-areas.html   

Alberta Environment and Parks Response: 

Municipal and privately owned protected areas play an important role in the network of areas in 

Alberta dedicated to biodiversity conservation. Although small, these areas provide a host of 

                                                           
8 Source: https://www.communityconserve.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Environmental-Reserve-in-Alberta-A-
Discussion-Paper.pdf  
9 Source: http://aep.alberta.ca/fish-wildlife/wildlife-management/caribou-range-planning/documents/DRAFT-
CaribouRangePlanAndAppendices-Dec2017.pdf  
10 Source: http://aep.alberta.ca/fish-wildlife/wildlife-management/caribou-range-planning/documents/DRAFT-
CaribouRangePlanAndAppendices-Dec2017.pdf 
11 Source: https://open.alberta.ca/dataset/503f5c97-1fc9-4d72-b1ab-f32eafd9dd7f/resource/492414c7-cc8d-
4154-abff-bb81081f0644/download/environment-and-parks.pdf  

http://www.albertanwsar.ca/
http://www.qp.alberta.ca/documents/Acts/2016ch24_unpr.pdf
https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/environmental-indicators/protected-areas.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/environmental-indicators/protected-areas.html
https://www.communityconserve.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Environmental-Reserve-in-Alberta-A-Discussion-Paper.pdf
https://www.communityconserve.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Environmental-Reserve-in-Alberta-A-Discussion-Paper.pdf
http://aep.alberta.ca/fish-wildlife/wildlife-management/caribou-range-planning/documents/DRAFT-CaribouRangePlanAndAppendices-Dec2017.pdf
http://aep.alberta.ca/fish-wildlife/wildlife-management/caribou-range-planning/documents/DRAFT-CaribouRangePlanAndAppendices-Dec2017.pdf
http://aep.alberta.ca/fish-wildlife/wildlife-management/caribou-range-planning/documents/DRAFT-CaribouRangePlanAndAppendices-Dec2017.pdf
http://aep.alberta.ca/fish-wildlife/wildlife-management/caribou-range-planning/documents/DRAFT-CaribouRangePlanAndAppendices-Dec2017.pdf
https://open.alberta.ca/dataset/503f5c97-1fc9-4d72-b1ab-f32eafd9dd7f/resource/492414c7-cc8d-4154-abff-bb81081f0644/download/environment-and-parks.pdf
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functional biodiversity benefits and are often located in areas of significance for connectivity, 

ecosystem services, biodiversity and species at risk. 

Alberta Environment and Parks (AEP) is committed to working with partners to ensure that 

existing and new protected or conserved areas are inventoried and recognized for their 

contributions to biodiversity conservation in Alberta, and that the eligibility and reporting criteria 

are clear and accessible for all land managers. 

AEP is exploring opportunities to work with municipal partners to understand how municipal tools 

under the Municipal Government Act, like conservation and environmental reserves—coupled 

with policy and regulations—can enable the long-term protection of biodiversity. The resolution 

to inventory municipally protected or conserved areas is an excellent step forward in beginning 

to recognize the potential contributions of the large numbers and wide diversity of municipal and 

private lands to conservation in Alberta. 

RMA Development:  

RMA is encouraged by the Government of Alberta’s recognition of the ecological and biodiversity 

benefits of municipal and privately-owned protected areas. RMA has been in contact with the 

Alberta Land Stewardship Centre which has an existing inventory of privately held conservation 

areas. This inventory does not include municipally held land which would be required to fulfill the 

intent of the resolution and may require significant RMA resources. RMA is considering how to 

proceed on this resolution, and the extent to which RMA members could be involved in the 

process, but the current status is Intent Not Met. 

Resolution Status: Intent Not Met 

Information available at: https://rmalberta.com/resolutions/7-18f-municipal-and-privately-

owned-protected-areas-inventory/ 

 
QUESTIONS:  

  

1. Would developing an AEP “protected areas” standardized inventory form for municipalities 
and private land owners to fill out and submit, be a useful way to make progress on this 
worthwhile resolution? 
 

 NWSAR understands that reporting municipal and privately-owned “protected areas” as 
OECMs is voluntary. 
 

 NWSAR understands that to qualify as a reportable OECM, “protected areas” must meet 
certain criteria, and the permanence and intent of the “protected area” is also important. 

 

 By having an inventory of all municipal and privately-owned “protected areas” is useful 
information for AEP, and will also help to identify areas which could qualify as OECMs, 
and therefore assist Alberta and Canada in meeting their 2020 protected areas targets.    

http://www.albertanwsar.ca/
https://rmalberta.com/resolutions/7-18f-municipal-and-privately-owned-protected-areas-inventory/
https://rmalberta.com/resolutions/7-18f-municipal-and-privately-owned-protected-areas-inventory/
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GRIZZLY BEAR RECOVERY PLAN 

 NWSAR has contacted the Northwest Grizzly Bear Project Team Chair requesting 
municipal representation from Clear Hills County on the team – we’re awaiting a decision 
from the Group in the Fall. 

 
 
QUESTIONS:  

  

1. Where are GOA at with the Recovery Plan for Grizzly Bears? 
 

2. Can relevant data from our collaborative research project be utilized in recovery efforts for 
Northwest Grizzly Bears? 

 
3. Will the “sub-regional plans” for Caribou Range Planning correspond to actions for Grizzly 

Bears?   
 

 

 

WOOD BISON RECOVERY PLANNING 

 NWSAR provided detailed input into the 2019 Wood Buffalo National Action Plan; the plan 
included recommendations for Wood Bison recovery. 
  

 NWSAR understands that Parks Canada and AEP are/have developing a planning table 
group to discuss and plan for recovery of Wood Bison. 

 
 
QUESTIONS:  
 

1. Where are GOA at with the Recovery Planning for Wood Bison? 
 

2. As neighbours of Wood Buffalo National Park, NWSAR would like see municipal 
representation on this group – is NWSAR or Mackenzie County eligible for a seat at this 
table? 

 
3. Will the “sub-regional plans” for Caribou Range Planning correspond to actions for Wood 

Bison?        
 

http://www.albertanwsar.ca/

